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Abstract: Energy saving is currently one of the most important issues in the development of battery-powered wireless
sensor nodes (WSNs). We have developed a non-volatile reconfigurable oﬄoader for flexible and highly eﬃcient processing on WSNs that uses NanoBridges (NBs), which are novel non-volatile and reprogrammable switching elements.
Non-volatility is essential for the intermittent operation of WSNs due to the requirement of power-on without loading
configuration data. We implemented a data compression algorithm on the oﬄoader that reduces energy consumption
during data transmission. Simulation results showed that the energy consumption on the oﬄoader was 1/21 of that on
an ultra-low power CPU.
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Energy saving is currently one of the most important issues
in the development of battery-powered wireless sensor nodes
(WSNs). Data transmission through radio communication consumes quite a lot of energy, and various processing approaches
have been proposed to suppress it, including data compression,
data prediction, adaptive sampling, and others [1]. Each approach
uses various algorithms ranging from the simple to the computationally intensive. It is also possible to utilize these approaches
jointly. The CPUs in WSNs often do not have suﬃcient computing power to process computationally intensive algorithms, and
when such CPUs are applied to complex processing, the energy
consumption can become huge.
In response to the problem, we have developed a non-volatile
reconfigurable oﬄoader. Processing the computationally intensive algorithms on the oﬄoader instead of the CPU enables us to
drastically reduce the processing energy consumption in WSNs.
Executing the algorithms to reduce data transmission on the offloader is particularly eﬀective for energy-saving in WSNs. In
principle, reconfigurable devices have a flexibility that is roughly
comparable to processors and performances that are roughly comparable to dedicated circuits. Algorithms processed in WSNs differ depending on their installed sensors, their purposes, their surroundings, and so on, and so the oﬄoader should be customizable
and able to adapt to a wide variety of purposes. A reconfigurable
device for the oﬄoader seems to be the best way to meet these

dual requirements of customizability and energy eﬃciency.
There is an additional requirement for the oﬄoader on WSNs:
the power sources in WSNs frequently turn on and oﬀ due to the
intermittent operations of WSNs, so the oﬄoader should be supplied with electric power only during data processing. Powering
on conventional reconfigurable devices consumes too much energy because a large amount of configuration data is loaded onto
configuration memory in the devices. Therefore, non-volatility is
essential for ensuring an energy-eﬃcient reconfigurable oﬄoader
for WSNs. It enables the oﬄoader to be booted up without reloading configuration data.
We previously developed a novel non-volatile and smallfootprint switching element, called NanoBridge (NB) [2]. The
NB is a via-like (i.e., inter-metal layer) switching element with
small capacitance. In contrast to devices such as the antifuse, the
NB can be repeatedly programmed. The proposed non-volatile
reconfigurable oﬄoader in this study is unique in that it utilizes
these NBs and contains no SRAM configuration memory. Our
simulation results showed that the energy consumption during
data compression on the oﬄoader is drastically smaller than that
on an ultra-low CPU.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review related works in this field. We present the novel architecture of our nonvolatile reconfigurable oﬄoader in Section 3.
Next, we explain how to evaluate the energy-saving eﬀect of the
oﬄoader and show our results in Section 4. Finally, we conclude
our paper in Section 5.
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Chohan [3] has reported commercial PLDs used as oﬄoaders
for WSNs and implemented a compression algorithm that is dif-
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ferent from the one used in this study.
The early works on NBs [4], [5] showed the switch’s potential for use in reconfigurable devices, developing simple and basic components such as a 4 × 4 crossbar switch and a two-input
lookup table (LUT). Recently, a full-scale reconfigurable device
based on NBs was fabricated and its actual operation with a simple application was demonstrated [6]. The NB-based device comprised a 32×32 programmable cell array, where each cell area was
reduced by 81% and the whole system area including peripheral
blocks such as configuration circuits was reduced by 74% in comparison with a SRAM-based device having the same architecture
as the NB-based one. The NB-based device had a hybrid architecture that contained SRAM-configuration memories besides NBs
(this will be discussed in more detail in the next section).
Cong and Xiao [7] introduced another reconfigurable device
based on a non-volatile switching element called memoristor.
They utilized the memoristors only for their routing resources
and used function blocks based on a conventional lookup table
(LUT). Although, generally, programming transistors (PTs) critically aﬀect the performances, areas, and power consumptions of
the devices where non-volatile switching elements are used, they
did not give consideration to the PTs.
Tanachutiwat, Liu, and Wang introduced rFPGA based on
RRAM [8]. They evaluated the circuit areas with the number
of transistors. However, the sizes of transistors strongly depend
on their purposes. The transistor sizes in SRAM cells are often an order of magnitude smaller than those in logic gates or
pass-transistors. The practical areas occupied by the programing transistors are particularly crucial for determining the device
architectures, as discussed in the next section.
Yet other novel reconfigurable devices have been proposed,
where nanowire crossbar is utilized [9], [10], [11], [12]. As far
as we know, the nanowire based FPGA or PLA (not just crossbar) are not actually fabricated yet.

one called NanoBridge (NB). NB is a via-like switching element
as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Its resistive state can be electrically programmed and is non-volatile.
NB has much smaller footprint and parasitic capacitance than
those of the conventional switch. Typically, its low and high resistive states have resistances of about 800 Ω and 1 GΩ respectively.
The resistive state can be repeatedly programmed more than 103
times.
NB consists of a solid-electrolyte sandwiched between an active electrode (Cu) and an inert electrode (Ru) [2], as shown in
Fig. 2. When a positive voltage Von is applied at the Cu electrode, a metallic (Cu) bridge are formed in the solid-electrolyte
and the switching element turns on (Fig. 2 (a)). When a negative
voltage (Voﬀ ) is applied, the metallic bridge is disconnected and
the switching element turns oﬀ (Fig. 2 (b)).
A typical parasitic capacitance of NB is about 0.15 fF in 90 nm
process technology and is a order of magnitude smaller than a
typical input capacitance of small logic gates.
An experimentally observed distribution of switch-on and -oﬀ
resistances of NBs, Rons and Roﬀs, is shown in Fig. 3. Most of
Rons are under 1 KΩ and the majority of Roﬀs are over 1 GΩ.
3.2 Programmable Cell
Data processing on WSNs, especially battery-powered WSNs,
is often small-scale, so we designed a small-size oﬄoader with a
16 × 16 array of programmable cells. The structure of these cells
is shown in Fig. 4. The small squares denote NBs and the small
circles denote programming transistors (PTs), which are used to
select NBs to be programmed. The small squares that touch the
small circles denote NBs for supplying a fixed value (0 or 1) to

3. Non-volatile Reconfigurable Oﬄoader
In this section, we introduce Nanobridge (NB) and a novel nonvolatile reconfigurable oﬄoader where NBs are utilized.

(a) switch on
Fig. 2

(b) switch oﬀ

Structure and programming of Nanobridge.

3.1 Programmable Switch
The programmable switches are main components in reconfigurable circuits and occupy the major part of the circuit area.
A conventional programmable switch in CMOS technology is
shown in Fig. 1 (a). It consists of a pass transistor and a SRAM
cell.
We replace the conventional programmable switch with a novel

(a) Conventional switch
Fig. 1

(b) NanoBridge

Programmable switches.
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Fig. 3 Distribution of Rons and Roﬀs of NanoBridges.
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Fig. 4

Structure of proposed programmable cell.

the lines underlying the squares. Any squares appearing on both
sides of the small circles supply both fixed values to the lines.
Each programmable cell contains 348 NBs in total.
3.3V-NMOS transistors are used for the PTs so that they would
be able to tolerate the high programming voltage (PV) applied to
the NBs. Since each one occupies large areas, it is important to
suppress the number of the PTs in order to develop the compact
oﬄoader. The PTs in each programmable cell are arranged on the
peripheries of the NB crossbar arrays. Furthermore, most of them
are shared by more than two NB crossbar arrays. This eﬃcient
utilization reduces the overall number of the PTs required, thus
suppressing the PT area overhead.
The PT sharing causes a side eﬀect that one NB at a time is
allowed to be programed for preventing unintended NBs from being programed and therefore the configuration time is prolonged.
However, since reconfiguration in WSNs is occasional due to rare
updates, the long configuration time is not matter.
The programmable routing resources per each programmable
cell include four long and four short programmable lines (PLs) in
both the horizontal and vertical direction. Each long PL consists
of long wire segments spanning four programmable cells. These
long wire segments can be concatenated via programmable bidirectional buﬀers (PBBs). Each short PL consists of short wire
segments spanning one programmable cell. These short wire
segments are concatenated via NBs. There are also three direct
PLs in each programmable cell that connect with adjacent programmable cells.
The same programmable cell shown in Fig. 4 was used in
our previous reconfigurable device [6], except for the blocks
named VALU and PBB. Although the previous blocks contained
SRAM configuration memories, we remove those volatile mem-
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Fig. 5 NB-based memory cell.

ories from the blocks in this work as mentioned later.
3.3 Function Block
Lookup tables (LUTs) are used as the function (or logic) blocks
in most field programmable gate arrays. However, they are not
suited to NB-based reconfigurable devices because they require
such a high number of memory cells.
A NB-based memory cell is comprised of two NBs and one
PT, as shown in Fig. 5. The left NB is for logic 1 and the right
one for logic 0. Applying PV between the PT and one of the programming lines, one of the NBs is programmed to be turned on.
In normal mode, the programming lines are set VDD and GND
respectively, and the memory cell outputs programmed value Q.
Since one or two NBs per one PT are an ineﬃcient utilization
of PTs, such usage can cause large area overhead. A four-input
LUT, which often used as the function block, requires 16 memory cells, implying 16 PTs. This overhead can cancels out the
advantage oﬀered by the compactness of the NBs.
We therefore decided to use a versatile arithmetic and logic
unit (VALU) as the function block. This type of ALU has a wide
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Fig. 6 Structure of VALU.

(a) Logical functions
Fig. 7

(b) Arithmetic functions
Typical functions of the VALU.

variety of functions despite its simplicity and compactness. The
VALU is a function block based on a full-adder with two prelogics, as shown in Fig. 6 [13]. Typical functions of the VALU
are shown in Fig. 7. The boxes in Fig. 7 denote any logic with
two inputs and one output. The gray boxes can involve a multiplexer as well. The VALU has a dedicated ripple carry path for
multi-bit addition. It should be noted that each VALU is equivalent to two or three conventional ALUs. Furthermore, it has been
shown that the function block where functions in Fig. 7 (a) can be
implemented has performance comparable to a four-input LUT in
logic synthesis [14].
The function of the VALU is determined by the type of setting:
mode and input. The mode setting selects the basic and schematic
types of the operation, including logical or arithmetic operation,
registered or direct output, how to input carry signals, and so on.
It is set by the configuration memories Q1-Q4 in Fig. 6. The input setting determines specific details of the VALU’s functions,
such as the actual function of each box in Fig. 7, in accordance
with how the signals are given to each input line of the VALU.
The input line is given one signal selected from among the fixed
values 0, 1, and signals on PLs. The selection is made by the
NBs on the input lines shown in Fig. 4. The PT for each input
line is utilized for programming all the NBs on the line, including
the NBs for the fixed values. This means that no additional PTs
for the fixed values are required and there is eﬀectively no overhead for setting the VALU’s specific functions. This is in contrast
to NB-based LUTs, which need dedicated PTs to program their
functions. Our VALU is therefore superior to the LUT because
there is less PT overhead. Although the above mentioned input
setting method has also been used for antifuse-based configurable
devices [15], their multiplexer-based function block was poorer
than our VALU in terms of functionality. Overall, the VALU is
ideal for NB-based function blocks.
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Next, we discuss the mode setting, which is configured by discrete memory cells. As mentioned above, the discrete NB-based
memory cell has almost no advantage over the SRAM cell in
terms of occupation area due to the PTs. This is why we used
SRAM cells for the mode setting in our previous NB-based reconfigurable device [6]. However, for the intermittent operations
typical of WSNs, the power supply of the oﬄoader is repeatedly
turned oﬀ and on, so the SRAM-based configuration memory is
no longer feasible. We therefore used the NB-based memory cells
for the mode setting of the oﬄoader. To suppress area overhead,
we meticulously selected the VALU functions and reduced the
number of the memory cells from eight to four. Although the
previous VALU had functions of a four-input multiplexer, bypass
from an input of VALU to the register and logical combination
with other VALU in addition to the functions shown in Fig. 7,
there is less need for those functions in small-scale applications.
This revised VALU design mitigates the area overhead. Since the
WSN oﬄoader processes relatively small-scale applications, the
above functional limitation hardly hinders our practical use.
The PBBs for the long PLs also requires the discrete memory
cells. Figure 8 (a) shows the PBB in our previous device. It contains two SRAM cells for configuration (Q5 and Q6). Replacing those SRAM cells with NB-based memory cells can cause
area overhead, so we developed a novel NB-based PBB shown in
Fig. 8 (b). This novel PBB contains only one tri-state buﬀer, thus
enabling it to cancel out the area overhead of the PTs.
We designed the mask-layout of the proposed NB-based programmable cell, modifying that of our previous one where actual
operation including NB programming has been demonstrated [6].
Since the area overhead for the non-volatilization is canceled out
by the reduction of the functions and the use of the new PBB as
mentioned above, the proposed programmable cell fit in the size
of the previous one, 38 µm × 31 µm.
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(a) Conventional PBB

(b) Proposed NB-based PBB
Fig. 8 Conventional and proposed PBBs.

Fig. 9

Mask-layout of the proposed programmable cell.

The mask-layout of the transistor layer is shown in Fig. 9. The
higher layers containing the NBs and the wire segments fit in
this area. The domain of 3.3V-transistors contains the programming transistors and circuits for protecting 1V-transistors from
the PV. The domain of 1V-transistors contains core logic gates.
It is found out that the domain related to NB programming occupies the greater part of the total area and is a critical factor
in designing the reconfigurable devices. The above mentioned
eﬃcient utilization of the PTs is very helpful for shrinking the
programmable cell.
Although the area of the peripherals for the present programmable cell array is almost the same as that of our previous
device, there is room for design optimization of the peripherals.

4. Evaluations
4.1 Application
A data compression scheme that can reduce the amount of
transmitted data is eﬀective in energy saving in WSNs. We
selected the TP-RS algorithm proposed by T. Szalapski and S.
Madria [16] from among a great variety of potential algorithms.
We then performed an evaluation, the results of which demonstrate the superiority of our oﬄoader over an ultra-low power
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Fig. 10

Pseudo-code of data compression algorithm.

CPU.
The TP-RS algorithm features entropy coding (such as Huﬀman coding) and is suited for real-time compression of local data.
It can be executed on tiny memory and is somewhat adaptable to
data statistics.
The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 10. The
WSN transmits an encoded data when the diﬀerence between a
sensed data and the last transmitted data is larger than a threshold.
The table in the pseudo-code stores the number of diﬀerent data
contained in each group based on the frequency of the data. The
TP-RS algorithm searches the group which data to be encoded is
classified into and generates an encoded data from the base number for the group and the position of the data in the group.
The circuit diagram of the data compression algorithm is
shown in Fig. 11. The diagram is implemented on the oﬄoader, as
it is. The short blocks denote 8-bit operators and the long ones 16bit operators. The rightmost and leftmost registers are used as the
interfaces between the oﬄoader and the CPU. Input data, which
are sensed values in the WSNs, have 8-bit width. This implementation consumed 162 programmable cells in 16 × 16 = 256 cells.
The utilization rate is thus 63%.
4.2 Estimation Flow
Our energy estimation flow in this work is shown in Fig. 12.
We simulated a processing of the TP-RS algorithm on the offloader and a CPU to measure the respective energy consumptions. We selected OpenMSP430 [17] as the CPU, which is an
open source version of TI’s ultra-low power CPU, MSP430TM ,
and synthesized the CPU using a 90 nm standard cell library. The
instruction sequence was generated from the C source code of
the algorithm using a software development tool and utilized to
R
simulate the energy consumption on the CPU by SYNOPSYS’s
Power CompilerTM .
We designed the proposed programmable cell with the same
process technology (Fig. 9). NBs were embedded between the
fourth and fifth metal layers. We next generated the oﬄoader,
which consisted of a 16 × 16 programmable cell array based
on the netlist with capacitances extracted from the layout data
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Block diagram of the data compression algorithm.

Energy estimation flow diagram.
Fig. 13

of the programmable cell. The TP-RS algorithm was manually
mapped onto the oﬄoader with the help of a device-specific mapping language. The configuration data were generated from the
language and were installed on the oﬄoader, using originally developed tools . We then simulated the NB configured oﬄoader by
R
R
SYNOPSYS’s
HSPICE.
Complete EDA flow for the oﬄoader is under development due
to novelty of its architecture.
4.3 Results
A comparison of the CPU and oﬄoader energy estimations is
shown in Table 1. The clock frequencies of both were 20 MHz.
The on- and oﬀ-resistances of the NBs, Ron and Roﬀ, were 800 Ω
and 1 GΩ respectively. The average power consumption of the
oﬄoader was almost the same as that of the CPU. However, the
number of the clock cycles during data compression on the offloader was about 1/21 that of the CPU, and therefore, so was the
energy consumption. This demonstrates that using the oﬄoader
is quite promising in terms of energy saving.
The TP-RS algorithm is processed by the circuit as shown in
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Power consumption of oﬄoader at various Roﬀs.

Fig. 11, where a datapath composed of multi-bit arithmetic operators based on ALU is controlled with relatively simple random
logics. Other algorithms that can be implemented on this type
of circuits, for example adaptive sampling [1], are expected to be
processed as eﬃciently as the TP-RS with the oﬄoader.
Although the total power of the oﬄoader was the same as the
CPU, its leakage component was rather large. To understand
why, we estimated the powers consumption at various Roﬀ, as
shown in Fig. 13. The power consumption was almost saturated
for Roﬀ over 1 GΩ, thus showing that the leakage through NBs
with Roﬀ > 1 GΩ is almost negligible. In fact, more than 80% of
the NBs we fabricated had Roﬀ over 1 GΩ. Further investigations
showed that one of the main causes of the leakage was a current
flow through the circuits to protect core logics from the high PV
of the NBs.
From the result shown in Fig. 14, the power consumption of
the oﬄoader at F [MHz] and Roﬀ = 1 GΩ, is given by the
equation 0.01F + 0.116 [mW]. The dynamic power consumption
10 µW/MHz is quite low. The relationship between clock fre-
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Table 1

Comparison of CPU and oﬄoader energy estimations.

Average clock cycles per data
CPU
Oﬄoader
Oﬄoader/CPU

177
8.3
0.047

Average
[mW]
0.325
0.309
0.95

power consumption
(leakage)
(0.014)
(0.116)
(8.3)

Energy consumption
[nJ/data]
2.89
0.135
0.047

puting Project.
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